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A High-Performance Reduced-Complexity GMSK 

Demodulator 

Naofal Al-Dhahir and Gary Saulnier 

1 Introduction 

Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) h as b een adopted as the digital modulation scheme for the 

European global system for mobile communications (GSM) standard due to its spectral efficiency 

and constant-envelope property [5, 61. Th ese two characteristics result in superior performance in 

the presence of adjacent channel interference (ACI) and non-linear amplifiers. 

Since a GMSK signal is obtained from an MSK signal by prefiltering it with a narrow-band 

Gaussian filter, it can likewise be interpreted as a special case of continuous-phase frequency shift 

keying (CPFSK) with a modulation index of 0.5 or as filtered offset quadrature phase shift keying 

(OQPSK). Th ere ore, f a GMSK signal can be demodulated either differentially or coherently [1] 

depending on the performance/complexity requirements. In this report, we operate under low 2 

conditions (between 1 and 3 dB), th ere ore, f we assume coherent demodulation due to its lower EtL 

requirements compared to differential demodulation for the same bit error rate (BER). The Gaussi:: 

pre-filter in GMSK modulation introduces intersymbol interference (ISI) that spreads over several 

bit intervals, thus, degrading performance from MSK when coherent symbol-by-symbol detection 

is used [5]. Maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) using the Viterbi algorithm is well 

known to achieve optimal performance in the presence of ISI [2]. The optimal MLSE demodulator 

for GMSK requires 4.2L-1 (where L is the IS1 duration in bit intervals) states [l, 61 on AWGN 

channels. The presence of severe multipath fading and narrow-band receive filtering (to reduce 

ACI) further increases the number of states making implementation complexity prohibitively high. 



In this report, we present an MLSE GMSK demodulator that requires 2L-1 states and achieves 

the same BER performance as MSK. Following [3], we utilize a linear representation of GMSK 

signals in terms of basic pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) signals, that was derived in [4], to 

design our MLSE demodulator. However, our linearized MLSE GMSK demodulator has several 

advantages over those described in [3, 61, namely 

l We use a standard off-the-shelf Viterbi algorithm (VA), that requires 2L+1 additions for 

updating state metrics and 2L comparisons to select survivor path, with one sample per bit, 

whereas the VA branch metric computation in [3] is non-standard and 4 samples per bit are 

used which implies more computations per bit period. 

l Our 4 state GMSK demodulator achieves better performance than that of [3] in AWGN 

by using the adaptive decision-directed least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm to get a better 

channel impulse response (CIR) es t imate taking effect of h,(t) (Ic = 1,2,3) into account. 

l Because of its linearity, our GMSK demodulator can be readily applied to channels with 

multipath fading simply by increasing the number of states according to the multipath delay 

spread. The GMSK demodulator described in [6] is nonlinear, therefore, the overall CIR seen 

by the Viterbi demodulator is not equal to the convolution of the GMSK phase shaping filter 

and the channel impulse response. 

l The Viterbi demodulator in [6] is much more complex; it uses sine and cosine look-up tables 

to compute the branch metrics and requires 16 states for GMSK with BT=0.3 on AWGN. 

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive a closed-form 

expression for the phase shaping filter of GMSK which is used in Section 3 to compute a linear 

representation for the GMSK signal. Section 4 describes a reduced-complexity MLSE demodulator 

based on this linear representation. A factor of 2 reduction in BER is achieved through differential 

encoding and is described in Section 5. Finally, simulation results are presented in Section 6. 



2 GMSK Modulation 

In CPFSK modulation, of which GMSK is a member, the information-carrying phase signal has 

the form 

cj(t, a> = 2nhF J’ 2 cxig(T - i~)d~ 
-m 1=-W 

dg 2rhF 2 aiq(t - iT) , 
k-00 

where hF is the modulation index (equal to 0.5 for GMSK) and g(t) and q(t) are the frequency and 

phase shaping filters, respectively. For GMSK, the frequency shaping filter g(t) is the response of a 

Gaussian filter to binary non-return-to-zero (NRZ) pulses and is given by 

g(t) = &(Q(Y(~ - $1 - Q(r(t + ;I,, , (1) 

where y %! s, B is the bandwidth of the Gaussian filter, T is the bit period, and Q(X) def 

&Fe -Gdu. Therefore, the phase shaping filter for GMSK is given by 

q(t) def J 
t 
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where L is the duration of g(t) in bit periods and is equal to 3 for GMSK with BT=0.3. The phase 

shaping filter q(t) for GMSK with BT=0.3 is plotted in Figure 1. Sampling q(t) at a rate of + 

(where 7 is the number of samples per bit and is called the oversampling factor), we get 

Qn = ;{l + (’ - 2)Q((y - 2)yT) - (’ - l)Q((” - 1)yT) 
rl rl 77 rl 

- l (e 
d&T 

-Q(((3-w)2 _ e-3(u~)-w)2)} 
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Figure 1: Phase Shaping Filter for GMSK with BT=0.3 
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In Table 1 we list the coefficients qn for different values of the oversampling factor q. 

rl Qo 41 Q2 43 44 45 q6 47 G-4 !I9 410 411 

1 0.0009 0.0872 0.4128 

2 0.0009 0.0142 0.0872 0.2500 0.4128 0.4858 

3 0.0009 0.0062 0.0290 0.0872 0.1879 0.3121 0.4128 0.4710 0.4938 

4 0.0009 0.0041 0.0142 0.0392 0.0872 0.1603 0.2500 0.3397 0.4128 0.4608 0.4858 0.4959 

Table 1: Phase Shaping Filter Coefficients for GMSK with BT= 0.3 

3 Linear Approximation of GMSK Signal 

It was shown in [4] that any binary continuous phase modulation (CPM) signal with a modulation 

filter duration L can be expressed as the sum of 2L-1 PAM signals. Applying this result to GMSK 
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with BT=0.3, we can write the transmitted GMSK signal as the sum of four PAM-modulated 

signals, namely 

.Fa,nhk(t - nT) , 

where Eb is the input energy per bit, j = ejg corresponds to a 90” phase shift, ak,n E {&I}, and 

h,(t) = C(t - 3T)C(t - 2T)C(t - T) : 0 2 t 5 4T 

hi(t) = C(t - 3T)C(t + T)C(t - T) : 0 2 t 5 2T 

hz(t) = C(t - ST)C(t + 2T)C(t - 2T) : 0 5 t < T 

hs(t) = C(t - 3T)C(t + 2T)C(t + T) : 0 < t 5 T . 

The basic pulse C(t) is given by [4] 

C(t) = sin(g(1 - q(t))) : 0 < t 5 3T 

Wt) -3T< t <O * 

The functions hk(t)k=0,1,2,3 are plotted in Figure 2. We found that ho(t) contains 99.63% of the 

total GMSK pulse energy. Therefore, for all practical purposes, we can represent s(t) in terms of 

ho(t) only, which would simplify the receiver structure significantly. In other words, we can write 

s(t) M 

where the complex symbols b, belong to the signal constellation {&1,&j}. The anti-podal 

symbols ~0,~ are related to the transmitted anti-podal symbols o, by the encoding rule ~0,~ = 

~~uO,,+r. A block diagram of this linear approximation for the GMSK modulator is given in Figure 

3. 

In Table 2, we list the coefficients of the main pulse ho(t) f or 1 d’ff erent values of the oversampling 

factor v. 
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Figure 2: The 4 PAM Pulses Needed for the Linear Representation of GMSK Signals with BT = 0.3 
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Figure 3: Linear Approximation of GMSK Modulator 

Table 2: Coefficients of ho(t), Sp aced by $, for GMSK with BT= 0.3 
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For 17 = 1, the T-spaced coefficients of ho(t) aregiven by [ 0.0007 0.2605 0.9268 0.2605 0.0007 ] . 

Neglecting the first and last coefficients, we can use a 4-state MLSE demodulator to remove the 

IS1 introduced by ho(t). 

4 Linear GMSK Demodulator 

The block diagram of the proposed linearized GMSK demodulator is shown in Figure 4. The Viterbi 

demodulator is preceded by a de-rotation operation to undo the rotation performed by the GMSK 

modulator (c.f. 3). F or an AWGN channel, a good estimate of the overall CIR is given by the 3 

middle samples of ho(t), namely ho dg [ 0.2605 0.9268 0.2605 ]. In this paper, we assume no 

training overhead, therefore, the Viterbi demodulator operates in a blind mode and updates the CIR 

estimate (from its initial value of hi to take the effect of hk(t) (k = 1,2,3) into account) using its 

previous decisions. Finally, the output (hard) d ecisions of the Viterbi demodulator are differentially 

decoded to obtain the estimated information sequence &.. 

-1 Standard 1 rn 

VA 
A 

Channel - . 
&stimator 

Y 
f z;s @-- 

Tracki 

Figure 4: Proposed GMSK Demodulator 

The two main disadvantages of decision-directed operation are the possibility of error propa- 



g&ion and the need to recompute the locally-generated signal estimates (required to compute the 

VA branch metrics) every bit period based on the updated CIR. On AWGN channels, both disad- 

vantages can be overcome, at the expense of information rate loss, by obtaining an accurate CIR 

estimate during a training period and holding it fixed during data demodulation (i.e. no tracking). 

More specifically, we cross-correlate the rotated training symbols b, with the received noisy symbols 

r, to get 

1 Nt-1 
RI def Nt n=O c rn+& : where b, = jnan 

= $ NE1(e jn+lekun+&khk + v,&)jenun 
t n-0 k-0 

noise 

rlZ+t 

M $5 j'-kN~lUn+,-k(d,hk 

t k=O n=O 

N&-l-k) 

= h, : for white training sequence, 

where Nt is the number of training symbols and S(.) is the Kronecker delta function 

Remark : 

For fading multipath channels, the signal component of the discrete-time received GMSK signal 

is given by 

Sk = 
J 

F C &f/c-n 3 
n 

(3) 

where fk is the overd impulse response seen by the demodulator, i.e., it is equal to the con- 

volution of hO,k with the channel impulse response and the receiver front-end filter (including any 

unknown frequency offsets). The coefficients fk are determined during the training period, as de- 

scribed above, and can be truncated (by selecting a window of the L consecutive samples with the 

largest energy) to limit the complexity of the Viterbi demodulator to 2L-1 states. Then, this initial 

estimate is updated using a decision-directed LMS algorithm to track channel time variations. 
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5 Different ial Encoding 

A factor of two improvement in BER can be achieved by preceding the information sequence before 

passing it through the GMSK modulator. This allows us to remove the differential decoder at the 

receiver and make decisions based on the output of the VA, &, directly. 

It was shown in [4, 31 that 

= jD,b,-1 : since Q, E {fl} 

+ an = S{bnbz-1) * 

(4) 

This shows the double-error characteristic of GMSK modulation. To convert double errors to 

single errors, we use the following preceding rule at the transmitter 

an = anan- 7 (5) 

i.e., a, E {Al} is th e information sequence in this case. Combining Equation (4) with (5) we 

have 

bn = jana,-lb,,1 

= (janan-l)(jan-lan-2bn-~) 

= (janan-l)(jan-lan-a). * * (jalaobo) 

= jnanaobo = fjnan , 

in agreement with (3). Th ere ore, f an estimate of the transmitted data sequence, &,, is available at 

the output of the Viterbi demodulator and we can eliminate the differential decoder. 
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6 Simulation Results 

The proposed GMSK demodulator was simulated using SPW@ t o evaluate its performance. Block 

diagrams of the SPW@ implementation are shown in Figures 5 and 6. We simulated the 4-state 

linearized Viterbi demodulator in AWGN under 2 scenarios. In the first scenario, the CIR estimate 

is fixed at ho(t) w i e in the second scenario it is updated using a decision-directed LMS algorithm. h 1 

Note that under both scenarios, we perform blind demodulation in the sense that no training signal 

is used. The results are depicted in Figure 7. For comparison, we have also included BER curves for 

coherent symbol-by-symbol detection [5] and for MSK. It is clear that the adaptive 4-state MLSE 

demodulator achieves optimal performance (same as MSK).l 

Figure 5: Block Diagram of the SPW@ Implementation 

lThe slight performance degradation at high $ is mainly due to the effect of hi(t), which was ignored in our 

linear approximation. This loss can be reduced by obtaining a better CIR estimate that takes hi(t) into account. 
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Figure 6: Block Diagram of the Proposed Linearized GMSK Demodulator 

GMSK (BT-0.3). AWGN Channel 
10-’ 
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Figure 7: BER Performance Comparison between Two Implementations of the Linearized GMSK 

Demodulator (with and without Adaptation) and Both Coherent Symbol-By-Symbol Detection and 

Ideal MSK 
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7 Conclusions 

In this report, we described and simulated a 4-state symbol-spaced adaptive MLSE GMSK de- 

modulator that achieves optimum BER performance (same as MSK) on AWGN channels. A near- 

optimum CIR estimate is derived analytically and used to initialize the decision-directed adaptive 

MLSE, thus avoiding any training overhead. The linear nature of the demodulator allows us to use 

a standard off-the-shelf Viterbi processor. 
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